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INC: PRINTER POWER SAVE BASED ON EMPLOYEES' PRESENCE

Printer Power Save based on employees’ presence

Abstract
The products are always looking for improved energy saving options due to varying reasons
like cost saving, environment protection etc. The energy standards are also getting stricter as
time progresses.
The organizations are looking for innovative solutions in optimizing energy consumption and
also for options to keep the product / solution idle when not in use.
The idea here talks about a new and smart way of shutting down the machine or putting it to
sleep mode to save energy consumption.

Problems Solved
In Enterprise environment, the Inactive time for a Printer to go into Sleep / Auto off is set to a
very high value or even get disabled. This is to provide a good user experience to the
employees by not making them wait for the printer to come back to active state.
This results in a situation where the printer will be in switched on state even if no employees
are in the office.
This results in more power usage.

Solution
Two solutions are explained here.
First one works at a floor / building level. The second one works at a Printer level.
Solution 1:
Provide a new Administrator Setting which will put the printer into Sleep or Shut down if
no employee is present in the floor or the building.
In most of the enterprise environment, the employees use the access card to enter a
building/floor and this data can be used to implement the proposed idea.
When the last employee swipes out (the last person to leave the office premise or that
particular floor where printer is kept), the number of employees present in the floor can be
taken as zero and the printer can be immediately put into sleep mode or shut down
automatically.
The printer / fleet management software must be connected to the employee/swipe security
database to achieve this.
The same way, when the first employee swipes in, the printer can be automatically switched
on (if the fleet has that capability) or wake it up from the sleep state.
Basically, the employee swipe information will be used and the count transition can be used to
achieve this.
Event

Action

Employee Count goes from 1 to 0

Sleep / Shut down

Employee Count goes from 0 to 1

Wake up / Switch on
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Feasibility:
This is technically feasible to implement once the Fleet management Software / Administrator
software gets access to the swipe in information.
It can be either a pull mechanism or a notification mechanism.
Security:
The swipe in / security system will not be compromised because the Flee t management SW
needs just a notification that count moved from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0. No need of any employee
information. So, security aspects are not compromised.
Solution 2:
Extend Solution – 1 by tracking who uses a particular printer.
The Administrator software can track the usage pattern of the employees and create a subset
of employees who have used the printers in the last 1 month or 1 week. While getting the
count, if this subset only is considered, more power saving is possible because the printer will
be put into sleep mode as soon as the last employee who has been a “user” of the printer
leaves the floor. (Need not wait if an employee who stays late, but never uses printer)
With this approach, floors where multiple printers are kept at different wings, each printer can
be power managed based on the last/first person from the “user” subset leaves/enters the
premises.

Novelty and Advantages
There is no existing solution to do power management based on user’s presence in the
environment, in an automated way.
The existing solutions are the Sleep and Auto off features which are different.
The solution offers:





More power saving
No user intervention required
No additional HW cost
No security threats
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